
TIPS SHEET - AUSTRALIA MEETING FRIDAY, 20 MAY 2022

RACE 1 12:35 PM  |  $24,000  |  INVERELL  |  1200m
 	 9	 AMBER DELUXE Handy and boxed away without troubling winner at Armidale last time out. Strong claims.

 	12	 HASALAKE Kept working to line at Armidale at latest. Include among the better chances.

 	 5	 SPO DEE Resumes from long spell. Drawn to effect. Can play a role.

 	 4	 SIR PAISLEY Wasn’t all that far away in the wet at Grafton first-up. Fitter. In the mix.

 	 8	 UPLOADS Freshened. Lacked a pick-up and only plugged to line in the wet at Gold Coast last 
outing. Place.

RACE 2 12:50 PM  |  $34,000  |  CANBERRA  |  1000m
 	 7	 DEVINE MISS Consistent filly. Found line well to place at Wagga last time out. Major player.

 	 3	 DISTILLATE 2kg claimer engaged. Free-running. Proven performer over this trip. Handles wet ground. 
Include among the better chances.

 	 1	 MAJOR TIME Freshened. No match for winner but kept on for the minor spoils at Wagga last time out. 
Has raced well this track previously. Good gate. In the mix.

 	 4	 AFFINITY BEYOND Resuming. 3kg claimer engaged. Generally competitive fresh. Loves this track/distance. 
Can play a role.

 	 9	 EXTRAVAGENT LAD Failed to quicken at Hawkesbury first-up. Will only be fitter. Proven in wet. Has a wide 
gate to contend with. Place preferred.

RACE 3 1:10 PM  |  $24,000  |  INVERELL  |  1600m
 	10	 AMPHAWA Determined effort from handy position to win at Beaudesert at latest. Looks one of the 

main chances.

 	 7	 PORTAFORTUNA Up in distance now. Effective wet. Can play a key role.

 	15	 TURN TABLE Ran on okay from midfield to place at Glen Innes last time out. Has wet form. Consider.

 	 5	 JUST JACKY Good, determined win from off the pace last start. 1.5kg claimer engaged. Gets through 
rain affected ground. Has claims.

 	 4	 HYPERTENSION Let down late from back of the field to place at Armidale at latest. 2kg claimer engaged. 
Proven in wet. Good draw. Not out of this.

RACE 4 1:25 PM  |  $22,000  |  CANBERRA  |  1300m
 	 4	 IMPORTANT PRODUCT Far from disgraced at Wagga last outing. Drops in grade. Looks one of the main 

chances.

 	 3	 CRUCIAL WITNESS Impressive win at Wagga last start. 1.5kg claimer engaged. Has form in wet. Consider.

 	 1	 PROPOSE A TOAST Freshened. On pace and fought on bravely to place here last time out. Class drop helps. 
Handles the sting out of the ground. Has claims.

 	 9	 I’VE BEAN TRYIN’ First-up. Formerly with S Johnson. Placed in Mdn company at Queanbeyan first-up last 
campaign. Excels on this course. Each-way.

 	 6	 OUR LAST CASH Swept to lead and raced clear to salute in superb fashion in similar class at Wagga last 
time out. Untried in the wet. Place hope.

RACE 5 1:45 PM  |  $24,000  |  INVERELL  |  1050m
 	 6	 BABAYKA Commanding winner in weaker grade at Muswellbrook last outing. Rates highly.

 	 3	 CABSAV Freshened. Convincing winner in weaker event at Grafton last start. Handles wet ground. 
Among the main chances.

 	 5	 PYRMONT First-up. Placed in Cls 2 company at Tamworth first-up last campaign. Handles the wet. 
Among the dangers.

 	 1	 HAURAKI GULF Strong on-pace victory in the wet at Grafton at latest. 2kg claimer engaged. Handles the 
sting out of the ground. Well placed from the perfect draw. Each-way.

 	 2	 WATER DOVE Freshened. Has form in wet. Knockout chance.
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RACE 6 2:05 PM  |  $22,000  |  CANBERRA  |  1200m
 	 2	 GROOVER Resuming. Ideally drawn. Rates highly.

 	 3	 ONYA LIONAL Ran home respectably at Wagga last start. 1.5kg claimer engaged. Strong claims.

 	11	 PANDERING Battled on fairly in the wet at Sapphire Coast first-up. Fitter. Handles wet ground. Drawn 
to receive every chance. In the mix.

 	 6	 MITTATA Fitter for two runs back. On pacer. Among the dangers.

 	 8	 REBEL DREAMER First-up. Keep safe.

RACE 7 2:20 PM  |  $24,000  |  INVERELL  |  1200m
 	 1	 RAPIDS First-up. 2kg claimer engaged. Generally competitive fresh. One of the major players.

 	 2	 KOONDEEMAN Showed a fine turn of foot to score convincingly at Armidale first-up. Strips fitter. Won’t 
be far away in the run. Has wet form. In the mix.

 	17	 JACKAL Freshened. Won in easy fashion at Bourke at latest. Has claims.

 	 3	 OUTLAW JOSEY WALES Dug deep to salute at short odds at Goondiwindi last time out. Ready for this trip now. 
Can play a role.

 	 4	 GOBBLED Wasn’t all that far away at Armidale at latest. Fitter third-up. Can figure here.

RACE 8 2:40 PM  |  $22,000  |  CANBERRA  |  1000m
 	 3	 NATION PRIDE Finished solidly to place at short odds at Kembla Grange first-up. Will only be fitter. 

Drawn to effect. Back to country level. One of the major players.

 	 4	 POKERJACK Ran on well to place at Kembla Grange first-up. 3kg claimer engaged. Strips fitter. Back 
to country level. Can play a key role.

 	 7	 ELUSIVE BIRDIE Freshened. Closed intently to just miss at Gosford last outing. Good draw. Back to 
country level. Can play a role.

 	13	 MINOKAWA Trials: (2:1-0-1). Trial form points to a forward showing. Bears close watching.

 	 2	 INCENTIVE First-up. More experienced following debut. Not out of this.

RACE 9 3:04 PM  |  $20,000  |  TOWNSVILLE  |  1200m
 	 4	 WILLYGOOD Freshened. Honest customer. Charged late to get up in final bounds here at latest. 

Proven this track/distance. Commands respect.

 	 2	 BULLION WOLF Back from a let-up. Veteran who retains zest for racing. Ran on well to place here last 
time out. Has had success at this track. Can play a role.

 	16	 FAMILY STAR Freshened. Strong on-pace victory at short odds here last time out. Nicely weighted. 
Loves this track/distance. Knockout chance.

 	 6	 FANAAR Freshened. Impressive win at Mackay first-up. Normally races well at this distance. Has 
claims.

 	 3	 LOVE IS BLIND Resuming. Comes to hand quickly. Effective this track/distance. Can figure here.


